PHASE 3

The aim of phase 3 of deconfinement is to broaden the possibilities of gatherings of people in public places and to open a whole series of establishments that welcome the public.

WHAT CHANGES WITH PHASE 3 OF DECONFINEMENT?

Public events are authorized under the double condition of providing assigned seats and respecting a distance of two meters between people.

Sports activities without physical contact or competitive character are allowed.

Establishments of the HORECA sector can reopen under certain conditions, including:

- The limitation of 4 people maximum per table.
- The spacing of tables placed side by side by a distance of at least 1.5 meters or otherwise by a physical separation to limit the risk of infection.
- The compulsory wearing of a mask for:
  - staff in direct contact with customers;
  - customers when they are not seated at their table.
- The compulsory closing at midnight.

WHAT RESTRICTIONS REMAIN IN EFFECT?

Gatherings of people are limited to:
- Six people when the gathering takes place in a closed place;
- Twenty people when the gathering takes place outdoors and in a public place.

Playgrounds and indoor play activities for children remain closed.

Fairs and shows remain suspended.

Wellness activities are prohibited, unless access is limited to 1 person max. or to people from the same household.

For more information: www.covid19.lu